ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION, B.S. (INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY)

Begin Campus: Any Penn State Campus
End Campus: University Park, World Campus

Career Paths
The Enterprise Technology Integration program responds to growing national and international needs in organizational computing, particularly in the areas of application systems integration, cloud computing and database technologies. The ETI degree prepares students to analyze organizational challenges and employ information technology solutions.

IST’s Office of Career Solutions helps students navigate their internship and career development in the field through coaching, workshops, interview preparation, resume reviews, career fairs, job postings, and networking opportunities.

Careers
ETI graduates will be prepared for careers in application systems integration, as well as IT and business consulting. The program equips graduates with the skills needed to analyze business processes; identify information requirements and the systems essential to implement solutions; and implement those solutions in information systems in a variety of computing environments. The program positions graduates to compete with information systems professionals and technical business analysts who drive innovation through data, information and systems implementation to solve problems for organizations and the people within them.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT POTENTIAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES OF THE ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION PROGRAM (https://www.ist.psu.edu/current/careers/development/)